English
Home Learning – 7C
By Miss Stobart

Basic learning in English
• In English we aim for all pupils to develop their reading, writing and speaking and
listening skills. We want children to develop a love of books and experience the
joy of reading for themselves and with others.

• Key learning in English at home can involve pupils:
• Reading as much as possible. This can be with adult support or individually. They can read
or listen to someone else read to them, both are excellent for vocabulary development.

• Writing for a range of purposes. This could be letters. Post cards, blog posts, newspaper

articles, stories, or poems to name but a few. Click here for examples of different type of
writing.

• Verbalise! Talk about what you have read/ written, discuss reasons for choosing words.
Make predictions about what will happen next in a story.

Useful Links
• Click here – choose a word of the day. Explain the meaning. Have a

challenge between adult and child to see who can say the word the most
during the day. Pupils need to hear a word used over 10 times before
they understand the context over using it for themselves.

• Click here - For a daily picture with comprehension questions.

Learning Tasks for English– 7C
Task one
• First choose one of your favourite teachers.
• Second use your senses and adjectives describe the teacher look and

sound. Remember Adjectives are describing words i.e. tall, short, loud

• Lastly can you explain why they are your favourite teacher i.e. they help
me with my work

Learning Tasks for English– 7C
Task two
• First watch the clip from Matilda.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntirWguFrfM

• Second write a sentence or short story on how you would feel being a

student in Miss Trunchbulls class. Would you enjoy it? Would you feel
scared?

• Don’t forget to use punctuation in your writing.

Learning Tasks for English– 7C
Task three
• First think about would you like to be a teacher.
• Second make up your own teacher. Think about whether your teacher is
going to be good or bad.

• Last write a few sentences about your teacher and their qualities. Are
they nice because they are kind and help?

